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Welcome!

Welcome to the Chezie Employer Resource Guide. Every month,

we create these guides to help HR and DEI professionals as they

work to create more equitable and inclusive workplaces.

If you aren’t already, subscribe to our mailing list and we’ll send

you this newsletter every month!
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Monthly Focus:
Embedding I&D Goals in
your Recruiting Process

Develop hiring criteria: Make sure everyone is on the same page about the

evaluation criteria.

Practice blind resume reviews: Remove identifying information such as

names, college/university, and location from a candidate's resume. This

helps reduce bias for candidates with certain backgrounds, and helps your

team focus on a candidate’s experience.

Structure and plan your interviews: Structured interviews with behavioral

questions can give you the information you need to make sound hiring

decisions. Focus on the “why” and “how” in order to learn about the

candidate.

1. Write better job descriptions

Job descriptions are the first interaction between candidates and your

company. A common complaint about job descriptions in HR circles is that they

describe what a candidate should “look” like instead of what the candidate

needs to be able to do. The impact description is a new type of job description

that promotes clarity and forces hiring managers to think more critically about

their expectations for the candidate. Each impact description includes two

essential elements: The outcomes a new hire would be expected to achieve at

specific milestones. What the new hire would be expected to know already and

help others with (teach) vs. what they would have to develop on the job (learn).

2. Spark a dialogue about biases

A conversation about unconscious bias with your team is a great place to start

because it is something that everyone has, but not everyone is aware of. Implicit

associations can get in the way of smart and objective hiring decisions.

3. Focus and  inform interviews
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1. Earn trust with underrepresented communities

Underrepresented communities know that employers have created the very

circumstances that limit their ability to attain their talent. Lyft describes this

dynamic as underrepresented communities wielding “talent power,” or the

ability to choose which companies they want to work for. Lyft has taken steps

to build trust by opening doors for the community. For example, they hold events

to foster inclusion, rather than to simply interact with diverse talent. These

events create community-based conversation about the challenges facing

underrepresented talent today.

2. Build allegiances with hiring managers and interview

Team member’s experiences are very closely tied to their relationships with their

managers, so it is important for managers to become champions of DEI. Lyft has

started to foster this by:

Developing unconscious bias training with a focus on creating conscious action.

Developing Lyft-specific interview training focused on creating a bias-free

process.

Changing behaviors by implementing the DEI team as a part of the selection

process, not seen as as separate entity.

3. Prioritize empathy, transparency, and communication

IDEI leaders must partner with recruiters to mitigate the challenges related to

the demands of hiring managers. It becomes important to push back against the

stereotype of “identifying the best candidate” and to prioritize transparency and

communication. DEI leaders must fully understand the organization’s current

state and identify goals. For example, Lyft has held meetings with each

individual department head and their recruiting partners to dive into

department demographics and identify areas of growth.

Case study: Lyft
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Lyft, the ride-share giant, partnered with

diversity and inclusion advocates for its

recruiting process. These advocates preach the

importance of inclusion first, then diversity.

Inclusion needs to exist at every level and

responsibility lies within diversity and inclusion

leaders to partner with talent teams to deliver

the most inclusive experiences.

Lyft outlines three steps to help you get started:



The Blue Pages: 
The 'Diversity
Pipeline' Issue is a
Myth

"It’s time that we stopped letting

companies use it as a sad excuse for

their diversity recruiting failures."

Companies have blamed poor diversity numbers on the “pipeline issue” for

years. The truth is, firms that have trouble recruiting minorities simply aren’t

trying hard enough. During every step of the recruiting process, there are

opportunities for bias to creep in, making it harder for diverse candidates to

make it through. In this article, our Co-Founder, Toby, breaks down just how the

recruiting process isn’t designed to support diverse candidates.

Read the full article here.
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https://www.chezie.co/bluepages/the-diversity-pipeline-issue-is-a-myth


Additional Resources
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Pull Up for Change is a direct action movement fighting for economic

opportunities for black people all around the world headed by Sharon Chuter.

Just this year in June, Pull Up for Change called on brands to address their role

in white supremacy following sweeping protests against systemic racism. Many

big brands like Revlon and Ulta responded. The goal of Pull Up for Change is to

encourage brands to have at least 10% Black corporate employment equal to

the percentage of Black college degree holders.

Learn more about Pull Up for Change on their Instagram!

 

National Book Award Finalist! Instant New York Times Bestseller!

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian meets Jane the Virgin in this

poignant but often laugh-out-loud funny contemporary YA about losing a sister

and finding yourself amid the pressures, expectations, and stereotypes of

growing up in a Mexican-American home.“

We encourage you to purchase the book from a Latinx-owned bookstore! Here’s

a list of bookstores by state.

What we're reading this month - I Am Not Your

Perfect Mexican Daughter x Erika Sánchez
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Wall Street Journal: Demand for Chief Diversity Officers Is High. So Is

Turnover

Diversity around the internet

NY Times: Met Museum Appoints Chief Diversity Officer

Reuters: Startup led by ex-Goldman Sachs HR chief launches diversity and

inclusion index

Partner Spotlight: Pull Up For Change

https://techcrunch.com/2021/01/13/netflix-releases-latest-diversity-numbers/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/01/13/netflix-releases-latest-diversity-numbers/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/14/businesses-need-to-prioritize-age-diversity-as-well-as-gender-and-ethnicity-ceo.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/14/businesses-need-to-prioritize-age-diversity-as-well-as-gender-and-ethnicity-ceo.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/we-are-learning-more-about-diversity-at-tech-companies-but-it-isnt-good-news-11610830395
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/we-are-learning-more-about-diversity-at-tech-companies-but-it-isnt-good-news-11610830395


About
Chezie
Dumebi and Toby Egbuna started

Chezie because they wanted to

help minorities find companies and

careers that they loved. 

What gets measured, gets

managed. It’s time to treat DEI like

your other business objectives, with

dedicated tools and resources for

every step of the way. We help

companies propel their DEI efforts

and share the work that they’re

doing with diverse talent. 

Interested in learning more? We'd

love to connect with you. Email us

at team@chezie.co! team@chezie.co

https://www.instagram.com/cheziehq/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dyversifi/?viewAsMember=true
https://twitter.com/cheziehq

